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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2011083347A1] A novel double-acting Sprague gear mechanical transmission is herein disclosed capable of converting reciprocating
power inputs in both the forward and backward directions to a continuous rotational output in one direction while always maintaining an optimum
ninety degree vector angle during operation in order to perform maximum transfer of power. A first Sprague gear catches on the outward stroke of
the rack bar and then a second Sprague gear catches on the inward stroke of the rack gear bar. While the first Sprague gear is catching (driving),
the second Sprague gear is slipping (idling); and, then while the second Sprague gear is driving, the first Sprague gear is idling. A common
power output gear having a common power output shaft mechanically connects the two Sprague gears so that they operate in unison, providing
power output on both the inward and outward strokes of the rack bar in order to provide continuous power output rotation in a single direction
that is capable of powering a rotary electrical generator or alternator and is capable of providing mechanical rotary motive force for any means of
transportation such as the wheels of an automobile or to provide rotational mechanical power output for any purpose for which rotational mechanical
power output may be used.
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